
Brexit wins

It is most disappointing that the government has not replaced  the EU
economic controls with better ones, has not removed or improved much EU law
and paid so much to the EU over a long transition. All this has served to
hide two large wins that we are now benefitting from.

The main feature of the  EU over the years has been an aggressive law making
activity designed to take control of more and more areas of life away from
member states into EU hands. To pull off this power transfer in so many areas
the EU also often finds new reasons to extend government power over business
and people. People find that they have not just experienced a transfer of
government power from national government but also an increase in government
power. They face ever more laws and regulations in total.

Now we are out this feature stops. We can now control the pace of new laws
and subject them to democratic debate  and vote in Parliament. There is more
scope to stop a bad or unwanted law in the UK Parliament than one passed by
qualified majority pressed through by the Commission in private in the
Council.

Since we left we have avoided 71000 new Directives and Regulations  already
along with many amendments and decisions that are also binding on members..
That is a big saving in costs and some protection of our freedoms.

We are also now enjoying most of the savings of the annual £12 bn tax we had
to pay into the EU. We have increased NHS spending by much more than these
welcome savings.

Best of all we have ducked any share of the massive new debts the EU has
decided to take on now we have left. As they borrow 900 bn euros our share
would have been 150 bn.
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